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IN THE MATTER OF A PERMIT APPLICATION (AP-5873) FROM MEDICINE BOW FUEL &
POWER, LLC TO CONSTRUCT AN UNDERGROUND COAL MINE AND INDUSTRIAL
GASIFICATION AND LIQUEFACTION PLANT TO BE KNOWN AS THE MEDICINE BOW
IGLPLANT

DECISION

I. Introduction

The Air Quality Division received a permit application from Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, LLC on
February 14, 2007, to construct an underground coal mine and industrial gasification and liquefaction
(IGL) plant that will p,:oduce transportation fuels and other products. The underground coal mine
(Saddleback Hills Mine) is expected to have a maximum production rate of 8,700 tons per day (TPD) of
coal or approximately 3.2 million tons per year (MMTPY) of coal as feed to the IGL Plant. The plant will
gasify coal to produce synthesis gas (syngas) to prqduce the following products: 18,500 barrels per day
(bpd) of gasoline, 42 tonS per day (tpd) of sulfur, 198 million standard cubic feet per day (MMscfd) of
carbon diox.ide (C02) and 712 tpd of coarse slag. The Medicine Bow IGL Plant would be located in
Section 29, T2IN, R79W, approx.imately eleven (11) miles southwest of Medicine Bow, in Carbon
County, Wyoming.

The Division conducted an analysis of this application and on July 3, 2008, published in the Daily Thnes,
in Rawlins, Wyoming, a public notice and notice of public hearing of the proposed intent to approve the
application. A copy of the application and Division's analysis was placed in the office of Carbon County
Clerkin accordance with regulations. The public notice period ran from July 3, 2008 to August 4, 2008
and a public hearing was held on August 4, 2008, at the Medicine Bow Senior Center, located at 520 Utah
Street, in Medicine Bow, Wyoming.

The Division received twenty (20) comment letters on the proposed permit during the public comment
period: 1) a July 22, 2008 letter from Virginia Clarke; 2) a July 24, 2008 letter from A. Josef Greig, PhD;
3) a July 24, 2008 letter from Kathy Moriarty, PhD; 4) a July 28,2008 letter from the Wyoming Outdoor
Council; 5) a July 31, 2008 letter from DKRW Advanced Fuels, LLC; 6) an August 1,2008 letter from
Earthjustice; 7) an August 4, 2008 letter from William "and Denise Sherwood; 8) an August 4, 2008 letter
from the Carbon County Economic Development Corporation; 9) an August 4, 2008 letter from the
Biodiversity Conservation Alliance; 10) an August 4,2008 letter from the Powder River Resource
Council; II) an August 4, 2008 letter from Rev. Rebekah Simon-Peter; 12) an August 4, 2008 letter from
an unknown sender due to an incomplete fax; 13) an August 4, 2008 letter from EPA Region VIII; 14)
slides from a presentation August 4, 2008 at the public hearing from DKRW; 15) an August 4, 2008 letter
submitted at the public hearing by Kirby Hornbeck; 16) an August 4,2008 letter submitted at the public
hearing by Rita Clark; 17) an August 4, 2008 letter submitted at the public hearing by John Johnson; 18)
an August 4, 2008 letter submitted at the public hearing by Connie Wilbert; 19) an August 3,2008 letter
submitted at the public hearing by Reese Johnson; and 20) an August 5, 2008 letter submitted by Casey &
Nellie Palm.

Due to the number of public comments with similar concerns, the Division grouped individual comments
and developed summary comments. and responses. Comments from EPA, Environmental Groups, and
DKRW (Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, LLC) are addressed individually. The comments and respOllses
are presented on the following pages. The Division also received positIve comments supporting this
project. The Division appreciates these comments but they are not included in this document as no
response is required.
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TI. Analysis ofPublic Comments:

II. 1 Control of Mercury Emissions - Comments were received regarding the need to control
mercury emissions from the facility.

Response - Mercury emissions fro.m the facility are to be controlled with two (2) mercury guard
beds (activated carbon) with an: estimated removal effiCiency of 99· percent, as determined by best
available control, technology' (BACT). Additional1y; Condition 10· of the permit limits mercury
emissionsftom each turbine to 4.33*1'0.5 tons p~r year(O.087Ib/yr). '

Il.2 Carbon Dioxide' Sequestration (Greenhouse' Gases) - Comments were received regarding
sequestration of carbon dioxide.' .' .

Response - CO2 emis'sions ate 'not currently "subject to regulation" for DEQ/AQD permitting
purposes, including BACT. Se:e In re Basil1 Electric Power:Cooperative Dry Fork Station Air·
Permit CT-4631, EQC Docket No. 07-2801, Order (August 21,2008) (recognizing:that Wyoming
does not have any emission standards or control requirements for CO2 and declining to find that
CO:i data collection endompassesregulation). " ,

, "

Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, LLCStated as part of their application 'for this facility that they
intend to capture carbon dioxide'(C02) from the process and sell CO2 forenhanced'oi! recovery.
In 2008, Wy'otning adopted carbon: sequestration laws addressing the legal frameWork for storing
carbon dioxide underground. See Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 35-11-313'. Except for the enhanced
recovery of oil or other minerals approved by the oil and gas conservation commission, geologic
sequestration of carbon dioxide' will'requlre a separate DEQ permit. ,.' Such 'action is outside the
scope of this air quality permit.' .. . .

II.3 Financing - Comments were rece!ved which r~cort1l1:lel1d that the Division ensure that Medicine
Bow Fuel & Power, LLC has'ad'equate firiancing for the'project before issuing the permit for the
pr,oposed facility. . . " ,-'

Response - The Wyoming Air Quality Standards & Regulations (WA.QSR) does not require
companies to provide documentatio'n 'that-adequate finances are available,to complete a proposed
project. . , . '.

IIA Ozone- Comment,s were received regardi'ilg the impact this facility would have on ozone levels
in the area and whether this facility would show compliance with the National Ambient Air
Quality'Standard (NAAQS) fcir otone"(0.075 ppnl 8-hour) and whethenjzone monitoring should
be required.
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Response - Because ozone is a pollutant that forms due to emissions from a large number of
sources over larger (regional) areas, ozone modeling to demonstrate compliance with the NAAQS
is not typically performed for single facilities., Ozone monitoring data was examined to
determine the current ambient ozone levels. The Division operates a monitoring station
approximately 100 kilometers west of the proposed project near the town of Wamsutter,
Wyoming in an area of concentrated oil and gas development. Fourth-high '8-hour readings from
that site for 2006-2008 are below the new EPA 8-hour standat'd of 0.075 part per million (ppm).
Another monitor is located approximately 19 kilometers, south-southeast of the proposed project
near Centennial, Wyoming. The three-year averages ofthe foulth-high 8-hour readings from that
site for 2005-2007 are also below the new EPA 8-hour standard of 0.075 ppm. Data from the two
monitoring stations are summarized in the tables below. Both monitoring stations show a slight
downward trend in the three-year averages of the 4th high readings. The Division does not feel
that an ozone monitor at the 'proposed project site is needed, given the regional nature of ozone
formation and the existence of the two existing ozone monitors in the region.

2003

2005
2006
2007

0.079
0.072
0.066
0.070
0.066

0.072
0.069
0.067

Note:
To attain the 8-hour standard, the 3-year av'erage of the
fourth-highest daily maximum 8-haur average concentrations
must not exceed 0.075 ppm. Data obtained from
http://www.epa.gov/castnet/data.html#ozone

Wamsutter, WY Ozone Data

2006 0.067
2007 0.064
2008 0.064

Notes:
. To attain the 8-hour standard, the 3-year average of the

fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hciur average concentrations
must not exceed 0.075 ppm,

, Monitoring began in March of2006. Data for 2008 through
September 30,2008.
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u.s PM\o Increment - The Division received seven~1 comments that emission controls should be
stronger because of the predicted increment consumption for PM1o'

Response - Emission contr'ols for the project wiUconsist of best available control technology
(BACT). The Division's model-ing analysis showed that 85%ofthe allowable PSD increment for
PMJl) for the annual averaging'period would be consumed near the pr()posed plant. The PSD
increments are set at'levels well below. the NAAQS, and are designed to prevent newer sources
from degrading the air quality in areas that attain the NAAQS. The area of relatively high
increment consumption' (> $0·% of .allowable level) is limited to~m area oJ:? the western'edge of

-the proposed facilitY boundaryj.which is contained within the boundary. of the Carbon Basin Mine
and not within· the area considered '~ambient" air. available for public access. The extent of the
modeled increinent consumption is shown. in Figure ,1. .

II.6 WY Department of Health involvement - A comment was received regarding the need to have
the Wyoming Department of Health examine and comment on the permit.

Response - The Division required a Tier 1 inhalation risk assessment from the applicant to assess
the potential health effects ,from. project emissions (see response to Public Comment ILl 0 and
responses to Environmental Groups Comments IV.17 and IV.18 of Exhibit 1 of the Earthjustice
letter dated August 1, 2008). Division staff reviewed· the risk assessment to confirm that it was
conducted in accorda~ce with EPA . guidelines. The Division consulted with the Wyoming
Department of Health regarding the need for additional analysis, and no further analyses were
suggested. Additionally, the modeled impacts for the proposed project Were below all health
based (WAAQSfNAAQS) standards.for criteria pollutants.

1l.7 Class I Projections and Rock River WA - Comments were received. regarding the lack of
analysis conducted for the Rock River wilderness.

Response - The Division requires. a PSDapplicant to evaluate impacts at Class I areas that may
be affected by a proposed project. The Rock River area is not listed as a Class I area in
Wyoming. For this project, the applicant evaluated the project's impact on visibility at eight
Federal Class 1 areas in Wyoming and Colorado. as well as a State Class 1 area in Wyoming
(Savage Run WA), and all res.ults were b~low the revel of concern.

II.8 Cumulative Modeling Sources - Comments were received regarding the cumulative modeling
analyses and whether all sources within .5.0 km were included.

Response - All sources within 50 km of the proposed project were considered for the cumulative
modeling. Appendix A of the Division's analysis lists the outside sources that were included in
the cumulative modeling, including one source:that is located47.8 km from the proposed project.
Appendix A also indentifies the facility associated with each of the outside sources. The Division
included each outside source listed' in Appendix Ain the NAAQSIWAAQS and PSD increment
modeling runs.
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11.9 Fine particulate matter -: Comments were received regarding the lack of analysis for PMZ•5•

Response - The Division analyzed PMz.5 using EPA'sPM IO SGrrogate Policy and has established
emission limits in the pennit for particulate matter that are protective of air quality.. In October
1997, EPA issued guidance allowing states to use PM IO as a surrogate for PMZ.5 in meeting PSD
permitting requil"ements ("PM\o Surrogate Policy"). See Interim Implementation ofNew Source
Review Requirements for PM2.5, EPA, John S. Seitz, Memorandum, October 23, 1997.
Subsequently, in April 2005, the EPA reaffirmed continued use of the PM IO Surrogate Policy.
See Implementation of New Source Review Requirements in PM2.S Nonattainment Areas, EPA,
Stephen D. Page, Memorandum, April 5,2005. Again, in September 2007, the EPA reaffirmed
that states could continue using the PM IO Surrogate Policy until such time as EPA had approved
the state's revised SIP. 72 Federal Register 54112, 54114 (September 21,2007). Finally, in May
2008, the EPA reiterated that states may continue using the PM IO Surrogate Policy until the
state's SIP was revised. See Implementation of the New Source Review ("NSR'') Program for
Particulate Matter less than 2.5 micrometers (PU2.S), 73 Fed, Reg. 28321, 23341 (May 16,2008),'
The Division has incorporated the 1997 PM2.5 NAAQS into the WAQSR, but has not yet
amended the rules 01' SIP to incorporate the 2006 standards established by EPA. See 2 WAQSR §
2. Since EPA's promulgation of the PMZ•5 NAAQS in 1997, the Division has followed and
applied' EPA's PM,o Surrogate Policy. On May 8, 2008, EPA approved Wyoming's Interstate
Transport ofPollution SIP effective asofJuly 7, 2008. See 73 Fed. Reg. 26019. Wyoming's SIP
state~, "Wyoming will implement the current [PSD] rules in accordance with EPA's interim
guidance using PM IO as a surrogate for PMZ.5 ' in the PSD program." See Wyoming State
Implementation Plant, Interstate Transport, at pg. 3 (December 11, 2006). ,

PM 10 includes all particulate matter less than 10 micrometers and smaller, which means PM,o also
includes PMZ.5• The Division's review of DKRW'smodeling analysis concluded that the total
PM IO ambient impacts were less than the PM,o NAAQS/WAAQS and PSD increment standards.
Furthermore, the permit established BACT emission limits for PM2.5 precursors: nitrogen oxides
(NOx), sulfur dioxide (SOz), and volatile organic compounds (YOCs).

11.10 Toxic and hazardous chemicals -:- Comments were received regal"ding the 'omissions of several
compounds from the Tier 1 inhalation dsk assessment.

Response - The applicant revised the Tier 1 inhalation risk assessment to include all known
carcinogens that are expected to be emitted from the facility. Individual risk factors were
summed to arrive at a total estimated cancer risk, as shown in the table below. Note that the total
estimated cancer risk is dominated by the individual risk for benzene, which was already
considered with the initial Tier 1 assessment. The extent of the estimated cumulative lImillion
cancel' risk is shown graphically in Figure 2. As shown in the figure, the nearest residence is
outside of the 11mill ion isopleth, The EPA considers 1 per ten thousand .persons, i.e., 100 per one
million persons, to be the upper bound of "acceptable risk" [see EPA benzene NESHAP, Federal
Register, 54: 38044, September, 1989]. For this project, the maximum predicted increased cancer
risk from all HAP was predicted to occur within the Carbon Basin Mine boundary, and was
calculated to be 88 per million persons.
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Health risk screening is conducted in connection with PSDpf1rmit issuance for publi,c ip~ormation

purposes. No ambient standards have been established for hazardous air polliitants (HAP), but
current Division policy requires PSD applicants to conduct a Tier 1 inhalation ·risk assessr:nent for
HAP in accordance with BPA guidelines and to.compare predicted risks to reference levels [see 6
WAQSR § 4(b)(iv); DEQ/AQD Guidance for Submitting. Major Source/PSD Modeling Analyses
§ 5.0 (January 2008); see also EPA's·Air ToxicsRisk Assessment Reference Library, Volume 2,
Facility-Specific Assessment (April 2004));

A top-down best available conUol technology (BACT) analysis was conducted f6r each of the
pollutants determined to be sUbject to'PSD for th'e project, and all predicte<;l impacts of criteria
polIutan1:S Were below allowable ambient standards~ .

ll~'\\l1!!~~.Uf"i.~-JjID~!l:1'~~fJi~ti'~IIll~'1I'oI'~_~~O~I:tPll':I'I~®'Hrtit(lijS::'l'l~.,"'~." 'ld",', ".'"",, :." ,Ie, , n aa.'0.n,' '. , ~ . ,.n; j ,e : .. an· ".,!l!1!I~~~I, .•",.•~~,.,l\I."",I~1!i ___.J.1,......... .,......."".......,,,.~" ..... """" _••!.~ ..Jlm...."." ...~~...."..,>'- .•.• ".•, •.." •."'~..JIL..""., .~

Parameter/HAP Factors/Risk

Cancer Risk
. 3·

IUR [I/Cllg/m3
)] . RiskBCLCllglm)

Acetaldehyde 0.00689 0.0000022 1.52E-08
'. Benzene' 11.3 0.0000078 8.81E-OS
1,3'-,Butadiene :0.00022 0.00003 6.. 60E-09
Dichlorobenzene 0.00007 0.000011' 7.70B-10
Formaldehyde 0.047 5.50B-09 . 2.59E-I0
Napthalene 0.0002 0.000()34. '5.78B-09
PAH o.oooi 0.00'1 r 2.53B-07
Propylene Oxide .. 0.00354 0.00OOO~7 13lE-08
Total 8.84E-OS

Note: The total estimated risk of 8.84E-OS is eqUIvalent to 88A-per miUion~ ..
BCL == exposure concentratiqn based on a' lifetime of continuous' inhalation exposure to an
individual HAP (Jlg/m3

)

IUR = inhalation risk estimate for that HAP [1/(Jlg/m3
)]

Risk == excess lifetime cancer risk esti'mate (unitless).

ILl 1 Flaws in· air quality and visibility analysis, no nearby visibility analysis, Class I areas in the
Snowy Range :- A 'comment wasreceived'that there were "significant flaws" in the methods used
to evaluate air quality and visibility impacts. No nearby (within 20 kriJ.) visibility analysis was
done, alld' Class 1 areas in the'S~owy Range were not evaluated'.

Response - 'The visibility modeting, as described in detail in the Division's an.alysis, was
performed in accordance with Federal Land Manager (FLM) guidance. No specific flaw was
identified in the comment, and therefore the" Division cannot specificaUyrespond to the comment.
The Division did not identify any scenic views thatwotild require protection near the proposed
project, and therefore did not requii'e any near-field (within 50 krri) visibility modeling .with the
VISCREEN model. No Class 1" areas have been designated in the SnoWy Range. The applicant
did evaluate the project's impact on visibility in eight Federal Class l' areas as well as a State
Class I area (Savage Run WA), and all results were below the level of concern.
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IL12 Short-term impacts - A comment Was received that stated short-term impacts were incorrectly
modeled with annual average emissions.' ,

Response - Sources for 'the' proposed project were modeled with worst-case, short-term emission
rates for all comparisons to short-term air quality standards. Cumulative sources were required to
be included in the modeling for carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen dioxide (N02). Air quality
standards for NOz are based on an annual averaging period, and therefore cumulative sources
were modeled with annual-average emissions, Air quality standards for CO are based on I-hour
and 8-hour averaging periods, and cumulative sources were modeled with sholt-term allowable
emissions, '

II.l3 Lack of. Adequate Public Notice - A comment was received requesting to extend the public
notice as 30 days is not an adequate enough time for public comment on the proposed facility,

Response - The 30-day public notice period required by Chapter 6, Section 2(m) of the
Wyoming Air Quality Standards and Regulations (WAQSR) applies to all applications. The
30-day public notice period meets the requirements of Chapter 6, Section 2(m) and, therefore, the
request to extend the public notice period was denied. The Division notes that the commenter
was able to provide written comment during the public notice period and attended the public
hearing on August 4,2008.

II,14 Case-by-Case Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) Analysis -: A comment
was received requesting that the facility undergo a case-by-case maximum achievable control
technology (MACT) evaluation under Section 112 ofthe Clean Air Act.

Response - DKRW reevaluated the engineering information for the design of the facility, and
based on this design information they have revised the fugitive emission' calculations for the
facility. Revised emission calculations now indicate that the facility is a minor source of HAPs as
the facility is less than 10 tpy of any individual HAP or 25 tpy of any combination of HAPs,
which is shown in the table below.

3.5 8.5

Pollutant

",'i':'·":";> .';:':"(::'::,:"::,:":~:'Mediciri'eJlQjlVIG:(;?Phinf):iAJt::EmissiOii!f::tt~J'J,'".,:,;".~.".,,;.::,'-'"..:.' .r,;,-';'
HAPs, as Revised HAPs based on

Represented in Analysis component count
Benzene
Formaldehyde
Hexane

0.7 0.7
1.3 1.3

Methanol 10.3 9.2
Toluene ,1.8 1.8
Other Haps 2.2 2.1
Total HAPs 24.8 23.6

Based on HAP emissions being less than major source levels, a case~by-case MACT analysis for
the facility under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act (Chapter 6, Section 6 of the WAQSR) is not
required'. It should be noted that the Division, considers fugitive emission estimates 'to be
conservative as emissions are based on all connections and pumps leaking at the proposed leak
detection and repair (LDAR) levels (500 ppm for valves/flanges and 2000 ppm for pumps).
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With estimated HAP emissions being revised the Division will·include. as: a. condition of the
permit a demonstration that fugitive HAP emissions are as represented in the application based on
a final equipment count(equipment 'as defined in 40· CFR part 60, subpart VVa) of the as-built
facility prior. to startup of the facility; and will require the submittal ofa report showing actual
fugitive HAP emissions· based. on measured leak detection rates during. op~ration of the facility.
The Division will also include. a ,condition in the permit requiring the monitoring of leaks under
the LDAR program in accordance with 40 CFR part 60,subpart.VVa tobeconducted a minimum
of every six (6) months to minimize fugitive emissiOlJs from equipment leaks,.as the monitoring
frequency under Subpart VVa can be greater than six (6) months.

11.15· Allowed particulate matter - An individual.. ·commented that the plant will contribute up to 85%
ofthe al1owedp,articulate matter for the area, and raised several related questions:' .. :

e What is current % of allowed particulate matter?
e, Will this bring us into ,non-compliance?,
• How large is bur area defined as and does it take in the Medicine Bow National For.est?
• Will this restrictany other industryfrom coming to the area?

Response - The projected increment consumption was modeled with the proposed 10L plant
sources and other nearby sources such as the neighboring coal mine,. and therefore the current
increment consumption (pre-IGL plant) was, not considered. The results of the modeling indicate
that 'the· proposed facilitY, win not prevenf the· attainment or m.aintenance of. !iny air quality
standard. The modeling doriJ.airrdid not extend to the Medicine Bow National Forest, which is
located approximately 18·km'to the southeast of the proposed project. The area of relatively high
(> 50% ofallowable level) increment consumption is predicted for an area at the west end of the
boundary for the proposed project(see Figure 1).

.The·Division cannot predict-what effect this· facility will have· on future growth in the.area based
on the m:odeled'PM1o increment consumption. Increment consumption in any given area is driven
by numerous factors, such as the amount of pollutantentitted by the facility" whether the source
was constructed before or lj.fter the baseline date, and the type and number of surrounding
sO.urces; to name a·few.If'arrother facHity. were to be built near the Medicine Bow IGL Plant, an
ambient impact .analysis would need to be conducted· to assess the amount of increment
consumption for comparison with the PMlOincrement.

1I.16 Volatile Organic Compounds lYOC) - An individual commented that there ar.e other vacs
produced in this process, and raised several related questions:

e What is the projected area that will be affected?
• What is the safe distance from the fallout for someone to live?

Response- In the impact analysis for the project, the applicant considered: all vaG that are
classified as hazardous air pollutants (HAP).. The applicant submitted a revised Tier I inhalation
risk assessment that included '8 graphic depiction of the extent of the increased cancer risk from
the cumulative effectsofallemitteqHAP.. See response to Public Comment II.I 0,.
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II.I7 Medicine Bow River - An individual commented that the Medicine Bow River is relatively close
and downwind of the proposed facility, and raised several related questions:

• What might be the projected dust load to the river?
• How will mercury be contained and what is the likelihood of it coming in contact with

the river?
• Is this· going to degrade the water quality to the point it will no longer be able to be

classified as a cold water fishery?

Response - The WAQSR does not require that an applicant assess the dust loading to a water
body. The air quality analysis did include an assessment of the deposition rates of sulfur and
nitrogen compounds to Class I areas, and predicted levels were below the level of concern.
Additionally, the modeling analysis included an assessment of the ambient concentrations of
particulate matter within 10 km of the proposed plant, and the results of the analysis were below
the allowable Federal and State ambient air quality standards. .

Mercury was. included in the Tier 1 inhalation risk assessment and was addressed under BACT
(see response to Public Comment n.lO and II.!). Total mercury (concentration in precipitation
and flux in wet deposition} is monitored on a regional basis· by the National Atmospheric
Deposition Program: Mercury Deposition Network. The closest MDN site is at Buffalo Pass 
Summit Lake in Colorado and is 135 kilometers south-southwest of the proposed facility.

Impacts to water quality and classification are regulated by the Water Quality Division and such
actions are outside the scope ofthis ~lir quality permit. . See also response to Environmental Group
Comment IV.2.· .

. . .
II.I8 Sage grouse and mule deer - An individual commented that there are known sage grouse leks

and critical winter range for mule deer in the immediate area, and raised several related questions:
• What forage degradation will occur as a result of the particulate matter and other VOC

that might become airborne?
• In regards to the sage grouse, is this one more step in getting them listed as an

endangered species?

Response - State regulations require applicants to evaluate impacts to soils and vegetation, but
not animals. 6 WAQSR § 4(b)(i)(B). The applicant analyzed the effects on vegetation of the
pollutants emitted in the largest quantities (NOx and S02). See response to EPA Comment 1ll.9.

Emissions from the proposed project are not anticipated to be in such quantities as would cause
an exceedance of the primary or secondary NAAQS or WAAQS. See Permit Application
Analysis pages 37-47. EPA sets primary NAAQS at a level designed to protect public health
with an adequate margin of safety. See 40 CFR § 50.2. EPA sets secondary NAAQS at a level
designed to protect public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant.
Id. .
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. As a: result of the ·comment, the Division contacted,the Wyoming Game and: Fish Department and
was directed to the: Industri'al Siting Permit. The..Division reviewed the Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, Order and Decisioniof the Indust:daI Siting CO,uncil (lSC);noting that the
[SC~oncluded that '~the ·pr.opo.sed facility. will- opt .pose a thre~t, of serious; injury to the
environment" and requiring the applicant to provide fish and wildlife .. training during the
construction of the project. See In re lnclustnial Siting Permit Application ofMedicine Bow Fuel
and Power, LLC, ISD Docket No. 07-01, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, Order and
Decision (March 30, 2008) at' 27, Decision at' 4.

The Division is not. and has' not be~n. made aware ofany ai~q~ality impacts to mul~ deer '01' sage
grouse which. may occur as a res.ult of emissionsfrClm.the proposed proje.ctthat fall below the
secondary·NAAQS orWAAQS.

. .

11.19 Carbon dio~ide capture - A~ individuaLcommented tl~at DKRW has stated. they wiH' be. making
the capital investment to capture the carbon dioxide produced to be used in enhanc~d oil recovery
ani;l asked: if the air.,quality permit could beissued:contingentupon this.

Response- See response to Public Corp.ment II.2,..

m. Analysis ofComments from EPA:

IlL I . PSD Applicability for 806 - ~PA commented that S02 emissions should have gone .through a
preventionofsignjficantdeterior.ation (PSD) analysis due' to emissions of, S02' durin,g a cold
startup year (256.9 tpy).

Response -The. Division do.es not;~gree~ith EPAtha,t S02eJnissions from the. facility ,should
have gone thliough a PSD analysis. The DivisiQncon~ider~emissions:represented itlTable Va
{Cold Startup Year Emissions) as emissions associated' with commissioning (startup) activities for
the plant, which are temporary in nature and are not routine.as repres~nted in the application. It
has· been .the. Division's consistent. practice to make applicability, determinations based on
consideration of a facilitY's routine operations: In this case the facility's routine operations
include startup and shutdown emissions the sum of which are 40 tons per year. The Division,
ho,wever,did request DKRW to ev,aiuatethe.facility to ensure that all routine (plann~d) activities
wer.e .accounted.. Based on thls request; DKRW provicl,ed information .thatdue'to planned
maintenance activities on ·thegasiflcatiol). units ~O~.emission,s from the faciifty dudng normal
operations will increase from 32.9 tpy to 36.6 tpy of S02.. Since S02 emissions during normal
operation of the facility remain lessthan 40tpy, a. PSD analysis for S02under Chapter 6, Section
.4 of the WAQS~ is not required:. See also response to EnvironrneIital Groups Comment rv.6.

......

Facilitv Emissions
Source ".: :',' ;;' '/"';

32.9 .
Preheater Emissions
Planned Maintenance Emissions Gasifiers

Total

0.0154
3.64
36.6
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II1.2 BACT Procedure - EPA coinmented that the Division's BACT analyses should be expanded,
and should include a more detailed description of cost·effectiveness and other factors that form
the basis for th~ rejection and selection of control options.

Response - A top-down BACT analysis was conducted for each of the pollutants determined to
be subject to PSD, and the Division considers the Chapter 6, Section 4 BACT determinations iri
the analysis to justify the control strategies selected for each emission unit.

IIIJ Pollutants and Emitting Units that Need BACT Analysis - EPA commented that the Division
must revise the application analysis to include: a NOx BACT determination for FL-!, FL-2; a CO
BACT determination for FL-!, FL-2, and CO2 YS;.a YOC BACT determination for FL-!, FL-2,
and the FW-Pump; and PMIPM 10 BACT determination for previous' listed sources under NOx,'

CO, and YOC including Gen-! through 3.

Response':'" Sources FL-l, FL-2, and CO2 YS were addressed under tQe startup and shutdown
operations portion of the analysis for the facility, and the startup/shutdown emission minimization
plan (SSM) was determined to represent BACT for these sources. BACT for PM!PM IO emissions
were addressed under the ~SM plan and under the PM/PM IO emissions portion of the analysis.
Additionally, ·the Division considers compliance with Subpart 1III for the FW-Pump as
representing BACT for PM and YOCs emissions for this unit, based on th.e expected utilization of
this source.

III A PSD BACT Limits - EPA commented that iimits need to be established for all units that will
emit nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds (YOCs), and
particulate matter/particulate matter less than ten microns (PM/PM\o).

Response - The Division did not establish emission limits for sources that do not have add on
controls and combust natural gas and/or treated process gas from the facility as these sources
were considered to have an insignificant emission rate and ambient air quality impact during

. routine operation of the facility. This is ccmsistent with previously issued PSD and minor source
permits by the Division. Sources without emission limits are shown in the following table, and
sources FL-l (HPFlare), FL-2 (LP Flare), and CO2 YS (C02 Vent Stack) are addressed under the
SSM plan. . .
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;"~' .': ,,;In:.,. ':-"' ... I'''':'~;: <;',...:Eni:issioD,:Uiiit:,<;;:,.:.\j:, :··iHQIl\J.t.a~f .Eiiiissiop}l£~te;(.tpy),;

VOC 1.6
AB Auxiliary Boiler 802 0.2

PMIO 2.2
VOC 0.5

B-1 Catalyst Reg!=loerator 802 0.1
PMIO 0.7
VOC 0.3

B..,2 'Reactivation Heater' 802 0.1
PMIO 0,4
VOC 0.1

B-3 HOT Reaetol' Charge.Heater '802 0.1
PM IO 0.1

GP-1-GP-S Gasifier Preheaters 1-5
VOC 0.1
PMlo 0.1

Gen-1 - Gen-3 BlackStart Generators 1-3 PM10 . insig

FW-Pump Firewater Pump Engjne
VOC 0.3
PM10 0.1

IlLS BACT,Compliance·-EPAc9mmented that based on the·units it considers' to need.BACT limits
established; initial and. continuous compliance demonstrations need to be established.

Response- - The Division has set .testing requir.ements for each emission, unit where emission
limits have been established.

III.6 vac BACT Limit - EPA commented that the VOC emission limit for the turbines do not
include averaging times.

Response - The averaging time for VOCs for the turbines is specified by the.performance testing
requirement in Condition 9. The ppm.and Ib/hrVOC emission limits are based on the average of
three (3) I-hour tests as specified in Condition: 9.'

III.? Combustion Units PMlPMIO BACT Analysis - EPA commented that the Division should
provide information indicating how effective current filtration options are, and compare this with
the estimated grain loading from the combustion turbines.

.Response - The Division conducted a top-down BACT analysis for PMlPM 10 emissions, and
considered good combustion practices as representing BACT for PM/PM 10 for the combustion
turbines as represented in the analysis.

IlL8 Coal Conveyor PMlPM10 BACT Analysis - EPA commented that the Division should clarify
whether "enclosed" means fully enclosed or partially enclosed (3/4 covered), and if fully enclosed
conveyors represent BACT.

Response - Based on the Division's experience permitting coal conveyors, the Division
considers 3/4 covered conveyors, which are designed and installed based on predominant wind
direction, to be representative of BACT.
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Ill.9 Soils and Vegetation Analysis - EPA commented that the applicant's soils and vegetation
analysis did not fully justify the statement that soils in the area do not have significant
commercial or recreational value, and did not take into account the project's impacts to soils.

Response - PSD applicants must assess impacts to soils and ve.getation. See 6 WAQSR
§4(b)(i)(B); DEQ/AQD Guidance for Submitting Major Source/PSD Modeling Analyses § S.G
(January 2008), see also EPA NSR Manual, Chapter D (Draft 1990). However, the depth of the
analysis depends in part on the sensitivity of local soils and vegetation. See 6 WAQSR §
4(b)(i)(B)(analysis is not needed if vegetation has "no significant commercial or recreational
value"). Typically, ambient concentrations lower than the secondary NAAQS or WAAQS will
not result in harmful effects to soils or vegetation [see NSR Manual, including the secondary
levels].

Attachment 3 ofDKRW's October 17,2007 letter in response to Division comments on the initial
application submittal describes the land .surrounding the proposed project site as having very low
commercial productivity. Primary land .use and ·vegetation cover within 10 km of the proposed
project is fallow or shrubland. The US Department of Agriculture has compiled a detailed list of
soil types in Carbon County. Land capability is classified between Class 3 (so"lls with severe
limitations that reduce choice of plants) to Class 8 (soils with limitations that nearly preclude use
for crop production). Only one percent of the surveyed land in the area produces alfalfa or hay
without using irrigation. .

Ill. 10 NAAQS/wAAQS Analysis - EPA commented that the close approach of modeled impacts to air
quality standards may warrant a more thorough analysis of modeling parameters and sources.

Response - The Division conducts a thorough review of all modeling inputs/outputs associated
with PSD permit applications, and the application for the IGL Project was no exception.

Ill. I I Background Source Selection - EPA commented that the permit application and suppOlting
information did not indicate how outside sources were selected or whether tl1ey were modeled for
NAAQS/WAAQS and/or PSD increment. Also, the application indicates that only sources within
35 kin were considered, and Table 6.3 in the application only provides outside sources by number
~nd not by name. .

Response - See response to Public Comment 11.8.

III,12 Short-term 801 - EPA commented that it was unclear why the differences in predicted short
term and annual S02 concentrations was so small (in Tables 6.10 and 6.11) given the large
difference between the short-term and annual emission rates, Additionally, they suggest that the
short-term emission rates listed in Table .6.2 should be checked to ensure that they match the
AERMOD *.LST files,
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Response -The differences between the predicted shOlHerm impacts and long-term impacts for
the NAAQS/WAAQS:modeling :are actually 'large, as reflected in Table 6.10 of th.e permit
application and: Table XIX of the Division:s analysis. On the other hand, the difference in the
predicted short-term ..and .long4erm :impacts fOJ; .PSD increments,: as. shown in Table 6.11
(application) and Table XX (analysis) are much smaller, due to the absence of the flare sources
from the incrementmodel'illg. All sourcesqmd short-term emissions listed in Table 6.2 of the
application were .included inthe-latestversion of.the, model:iI.lg; as verified by the Division.

m.B InClusion ·of SOLEmissions.,fromFlaresiR Increment Modeling - EPA ,commented that the
HP'and LP fliires should have: been included in thePSD inQr,ement modeling..

Respol1se - Emissions from the flares that wel,e included in·thtl NAAQS modeling represented
worst-case emissions associated with start-up or malfunction (non-routine operation). The
Division does not include infrequent, non-routine operation in assessments of PSD increment
consumption.

III.14 Raul'.Road Fugitive Dust- EPA-commented that the. fugitive PMl.o·emi:>!>ions·fr,om the project
haul,roads shoo.ldhave· been included jn the short4erm (24-b.our) mod~lin-g. .

Response - Current Div.ision: .po.licy does not endQrse short-term -(24-hour) modeli:ng for
predicting impaqts from fugitive 'parti~ulate' SOu(ce$· because of thtl uncertainties in the
performance of the recommended EPA models. The State and EPA. Region vm entered into a
Memorandum ofAgreement in 1994 which allows the Division to conduct monitoring in lieu of
sliort~termimodeling for coal mine particulate concentrations in the' Powder Rjver-Basin l and this
practice has been applied to. mO'delingof PM 10 fugitive. spurces in other parts of the- state.

III. 15· .Mine' Re.ceptors - EPAcomlriented that model receptors should. be included ~round mining areas
if they are arnbientair. " .

Respons'e - The Division established a.500,..m receptor buffer' around tl1e~ ar,ea spurces that
. represented mining.activ.ity outside of the MBF:P plant ~oo.ndary,· to avqid excessive
overpredictions hear .those. sources (source .IDs MineA:...SPand Miri,eA_S2). Predicted impacts
frem area sources' within.AERMOD .can be excessive"as, described in the latestA.?.RMOD
Implementation Guide from the EPA (January 2008). The Implementation Guide states that
concentration predictions for area sources may be overestimated under very light wind conditions
because of the lack of "plume meander" in the areasourc¢algorithm (page 14 ofimplementation
guide). Additionally, the two area sources in question are located within the facility boundaries
of Arch Coal's Carbon Basin Mine, and as such are not located in ambient air. Figure oJ shows
the relative location of the coal mine areas:sources: and modeled receptors.
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IV. Analysis of Comments from Earthjustice, Sierra Club, Wyoming Outdoor Council, Powder
River Basin Resource Council, and Biodiversity Conservation Alliance (Environmental
Groups):

.IV. 1 Carbon monoxide - The Powder River Basin Resource Council commented that the predicted
CO impacts barely meet the WAAQS/NAAQS and asked how many hours of venting per year
were assumed for the modeling of the CO2 vent.

Response - The WAAQS/NAAQS for CO are based on I-hour and 8-hour averaging periods.
The assessment of the CO2 vent's impact was based on worst-case hourly emissions from the
vent. Essentially, the modeling conservatively'assumed that the vent wouJd operate continuously.

IV.2 Mercury Emissions - The Powder River Basin Resource Council and the Wyoming Outdoor
Council commented that the Division needs to ensure that a proper MACT analysis is conducted
for mercury, and that there is an enforceable emission limit for mercury in the permit. The
Biodiversity Conservation Alliance along with PRBRC and WOC expressed concel11 with the
impact of mercury·on fish in Pathfinder and Seminoe Reservoirs and associated tributaries.

Response- As the facility is not a major source of HAPs (see response to Public Comment II. 14)
. a case-by-case MACT analysis is not required for the facility. Condition 10 of the permit limits
mercury emissions from each turbine (see response to Public Comment 11.1). See response to
Public CommentlI.17. The Wyoming Department of Health and Game & Fish Department have
conducted surveys on major reservoirs around the state for mercury. Fish from the majority of
waters exhibited low levels of mercury, and a few have warranted additional testing. Fish
consumption advisories have been issued by the Wyoming Department of Health based on results
of scientific studies indicating that methylmercury is more toxic than previously thought. Based
on the study results, the guidelines that are used for Wyoming fish advisories have been lowered
to protect the .most sensitive populations. Methylmercury is· not a pollutant known to be emitted
from coal combustion or gasification.

IV.3 Financing - The Powder River Basin Resource Council coml11ented th·at DKRW needs to
demonstrate to the Division that they financing lined up, and have buyers for the sulfur and
carbon dioxide. Additionally, the Powder River Basin Resource Council is concerned that the
limits in the permit may not represent BACT while DKRW obtains financial backing for the
plant.

Response - See response to Public CommentII.3. Under Chapter 6, Section 2(h) of the WAQSR
approval to construct 01' modify a facility shall become invalid if construction is not commenced
within 24 months of receipt of approval (permit date) or if construction is discontinued for a
period of 24 months or more. The Administrator may extend this period based on satisfactory
justification of the: requested extension. Additionally,lf an extension is requested, the
Administrator may require a denionstration that emission limits continue to represent BACT.
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NA ·PMio Increment - The Powder Ri'v¢r Ba:?in Reso.urc.<:) Council; Wyoming Outdoor Council and
Biodiversity Conservation AlI.iance "commented that if the facility were' allowed tn, consume 85
percent of the PM IO Class II annual increment it would "cause significant deterioration of existing
ambient air quality in the region", and should require a major reduction in paliiculate emissions.
Additional·cotrunents were made as to w.hat impact the increment consumption. would' ..have on
future· development in the area. .

Response - See response to Public Comments II.S and II.15.

N ,5 Lea:k Detection And Repair (LDAR) - The. Powder River:Basin Resoufce-Councilcommented
that LDAR levels which are set .at 500 ppm for' valves and 2000 ppm fOf pumps should be
evaluated for lower threshold levels. .

Response - The LDAR levels which were determined to represent BACT for VOCs from
fugitive equipment leaks from the. facility are consistent with levels. established in new source
performance standards (NSPS) and national emission standards for hazal'dous air pollutants
(NESHAP). Additionally, the facilitY is considered to be a minor source. of HAP emissions (see
response to Public Comment II.14).

N.6 SOg Emissions from HPand LP':Flares - TheJPowder River Basin ·Resource Council
commented that a BACTanalysis should be conducted for. 802 fr.om:. the HP and Lp·flares. It was
also commented that the pennitshould. protect-against op~ra.tion of the flares for mare than 50
hours per year, and. conditions should include'a reportingrequirem~ntforaH v~nting episodes as
well as a cumulative time that each ventmay' be operi duringa given year.

Response - Emissions·from the flares' dllring. startup,and.shutdown ofthe: facility are: addressed
under tlie SSM'plan 'for the facility, which was.detennined: tb represent BA.CT for this type of
operation. 'Venting to'the·flares during non-routine events, such. as malfunctions, is addressed
under Chapter 1 of the WAQSR and is subject to Division. approval. The Division will require
monitoring of S02 emissions from the flare as part of the permit. DKRW has indicated that this
can be accomplished by installing' flow monitoring equipmentand by either direct sampling of the
flow to the flares :or sampling ·of the coal. .' Also: see response to Environmental Group Comment
IV,35.

N.? 24~hour impact of fugitive sources of PMIO - The Powder River Basin Resource. Council
commented that the discussion of modeled 24=hour PM10 impacts is misleading. The analysis
provides the Division's:policy for not modelingfugitive.sources for 24-hour impacts, but does not
provide an alternative method to' account. for these sources.

Response - See response. to EPA Comment m.14..
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N.8 Maximum modeled concentrations and' significant impact areas - Earthjustice et al.
commented that the PSD application did not include the maximum predicted concentrations or
significant impact areas (SIA) from the proposed project. This information would be' used to
determine whether cumulative modeling and on-site monitoring will be required.

Response - Preliminary modeling (i.e. determining the SIA from the proposed project only) is
typically performed to determine which pollutants do not have to be carried forwEl-rd to a full
impact analysis (FIA), which includes outside sources and often requires extensive computing
time. For this project, the applicant anticipated that project emissions would result in predicted
impacts that were above the significant impact levels for ail modeled pollutants, and given the
scarcity of outside sources, they proceeded directly to full-impact modeling. Additionally, SIA
modeling to determine ·the need for pre-construction monitoring was not necessary because the
Division deemed the background concentrations proposed by the applicant to be adequately
representative. .

IV.9 Outside sources for cumulative modeling - Earthjustice et al. commented that cumulative
modeling only includes sources within 35 km of the MBFP project. Normally, .cumulative
sources within 50 km would be considered.

Response - See response to Public ~omment 11.8.

IV.lO Aimual-aveniged emissions from cumulative sources - Eartl:0ustice et aL commented that
short-ten11 impacts from cumulative sources were underestimated because' annual-average
emissions were used in the modeling.

Response - See response to Public Comment II.12.

IV.ll Fugitive emissions and 24-hour PM1U modeling - Eatihjustice et al. commented that AERMOD
has an improved algorithm for handling area sources, and that fugitive PM IO area sources should
be included in the 24:-hour AERMOD modeling.

Response - See response to EPA Comment III.14. the AERMOD model does not contain an .
improved algorithm for handling area sources. In fact, the latest AERMOD Implementation
Guide from the EPA (January 2008) states that concentration predictions for area sources may be
overestimated under very light wind conditions because of the lack of "plume meander" in the
area source algorithm (page 1~ of Implementation Guide).

IV .12 Proposed PSD increment and NAAQS compliance for PM2,5 - Earthjustice et aJ. commented
that predicted PSD increment consumption for 'PM IO should be compared to the proposed
increments for PM2.5 and predicted NAAQS impacts for PM IO should be compared to the
proposed NAAQS for PM2j..

Response- Se.e response to Public Comment 1l.9..
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IV.l3PSDincrement analysis and: flare emissions :-Earthjustice et· al. commented. that the flare
sources should have been included. in' the PSD increment modeling. .

Response - See l:esponse to EPA. CommentIII.1.3.

IV .14 CO background concentrations,- Earthjustice et al.commented that the lTI,odeled CO impacts
would have exceeded the NAAQS witli higher backgroundcQncentrations. They also pointed out

. that Some older. data from the site used. by the applicant for background concentrations are higher
than those used in the· modeling analys.is.

Response.- DKRW searched the AirData. website Chttp://www.epa.gov/air/data/geosel.html) to
find'1110nitored CO data from within,the state of Wyoming. Data ftom a sing.le site (yellowstone
NP) was available, and the applicant chose. data from the latest year (2005) that was available at
the start of preparation of the permit application. Contrary to the footnote in Table XI of the
Division's analysis that stated the chosen values were 2nd high values for the year, the chosen
values of 1.7 ppm. for .Q..,.hour.and:. 0.8, ppm fot '8~hour represent the.. overall. highest. values

. measured during 2005. Thehighestvalues for the m.ore,current available yeat;s, (2006 and.2007)
are the same or lower than the values from 2005. Beginning:·in DecemQerof2,006,ambient CO
data has been collected ata .station located to the north of Evanston, Wyoming at Murphy Ridge.
Since the start of monitoring, and through.·the 3rd quarter of 2008, the' highest l-hour (0.8:], ppm)
and 8~hour (0:69 ppm) values measured at the station are lower than those used by the applicant.
The Division is satisfied that the values chosen by the applicant represent conservative estimates
of the background CO concentrations in the area of the proposed project.

IV.15 Ozone air quality - Earthjustice et al. commented that ozone modeling should be performed to
assess the impacts of project emissions on OZ0ne air quaHty.

, Response - See, response to Public Comment IlA...

IV.16 Plume blight - Earthjusticeet aJ. commented that the VISCREEN model should have been used
to estimate the degree to which the project's plumes would be visible.

Response - See response to PubIicComment 11.1 1.

lV.l7 Health .risks of toxic chemicals~'Earthjustice et al. commented that several toxic chemicals
(acetaldehyde, acrolein, mercury, naphthalene, PAR, propylene oxide) that have been, identified
as carcinogens were not included in the inhalation risk assessment, and that a multi-pathway risk
assessment should be conducted for th~facility.

Response - The app.licantrevised the Tier linhala.tion risk assessment to includ~. all known
carcinogens that are expected to be emitted from the facility. (see response to PU.blic. Comment
11.10). Regarding the need for a multi-pathway risk assessment, the applicant used information in
the EPA document Air Taxies Risk Assessment Reference Library, Volume 2, Facility-Specific
Assessment, to evaluate the need for such an assessment. As described in the EPA 'document, a
multi-pathway assessment may be required if air toxics are emitted that "persist" and which may
"bioaccumulate" (namely, "PB-HAP"). For the proposed facility, the only PB-HAPs that will be
emitted are mercury and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH). These compounds will be
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emitted from the three proposed turbines. Total emissions of these two compounds are estimated'
to be less than 0.1 % of the total HAP emissions from the facility. Mercury emissions from the
facility are to be controlled with two (2) mercury guard beds (activated carbon) with an estimated
removal efficiency of99 perqent, as determined.by best available control technology (BACT). In
addition, the PAH emissions from the turbines were conservatively estimated as uncontrolled for
input into the Tier] inhalation risk assessment. Oxidation catalysts on the turbines will remove
85-90% of the organic HAPs.

IV,18 Acute noncancer risks - Ealthjustice et aI. commented that the sum of the individual hazard
quotients (HQ) for acute noncancer health effects summed to more than one (1), and therefore are
sign ificant. . .

Response - A top-down best available control technology (BACT) analysis 'was conducted for
each of the pollutants detennined to be subject to psb for the project. No ambient'standards have
been established for hazardous air pollutants (HAPs), but current Division policy requires PSD
applicants. to conduct a Tier ] inhalation risk assessment for HAPs in accordance with EPA
guidelines. This assessment is not required by the WAQSR, but the assessment is included in the
permit application package for public inforrriation purposes, The EPA document Air Taxies Risk
Assessment Reference Library, Volume 2, Facility-Specific Assessment (pg 43) provides a
suggested method to sum individual acute risk factors, but also cautions that this approach is not
as well-defined asthe method for estimating long-term effects, As stated iD the EPA reference:
"although this appears similar to the process for combining chronic HQs, the summing of acute
HQs is complicated by several issues that do not pertain to chronic HQs. First, acute dose
response values have been developed for purposes that vary more widely than chronic values.
Some sources of acute values define exposures at which adverse effects actually occur, while
other sources develop only no-effect acute values. Second, some acute values are expressed as
concentration-time matrices, while others are expressed as single concentrations for a set
exposure duration. . Third, some acute values may specifically consider multiple exposures,
whereas others consider exposure as a one-time event. Fourth, some sources of acute values are
intended to regulate workplace exposures, assuming a population ofhealthy workers (i.e" without
children, seniors, or other sensitive individuals), Such occupational values may also consider cost
and feasibility, factors that EPA considers the province of the risk manager rather than the risk
assessor."

As an example of the complications in 1m analysis of cumulative acute effects, the applicant
determined individual risk factors using the dose-response values from the California reference
exposure levels (REL) and the imminently dangerousto life and health (IDLHI1 0), The sum of
the individual acute risk factors using the REL approach was well above the "threshold" value of
one, while the IDLH/lO approach was' much less than one, The large difference is brought about
by the REL dose-response value for acrolein, which is several orders of magnitude lower than the
IDLHJlO dose-response value (0.19 Jlg/m3 vs. 460 j.lg/m3

), The acute hazard is estimated by
dividing the modeled exposure concentration by the acute dose-response value:

Estimated acrolein riskusi~g REL: 7.30 Ilg/m3';" 0.19 Jlg/m3 = 38.4
Estimated acrolein risk using IDLHIlO: 7.30 Ilg/m3-;- 460 j.lg/m3 = 0.016
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. The applicant produced' a toxicological assessment fbI' .acrolein that compares the expected
acrolein concentrations from the. plant to the lowest cOl'lcel'ltrations at which effects· of acrolein are
actually perceived. The highest"modeled I-hour impacts of acrolein were, approximately 0.003
ppm., This' is significantly lower (by factor of .ahout 20). than the level expected to cause minor
eye irritation (and no other adverse effects), as cited. by numerous studies. The toxicological
assessment report (URS, Attachment~ to November 5, 2008 letter) also notes that the
conservative REL value for acrolein is based on a study that was published in 1960 and is not
cited in any of the 10+ other studies reviewed by t.heapplicant.

IV.19 Project SOLemissi~ns and solis/vegetation - Earthjustice et al. co~enteci that the modeled
concentrations of S02 exceed threshold values for damage to sensitive soils and vegetation.

Response - The applicant provided'an analysis .ofthe'recreationallcommercial vah,le ofsoils and
vegetation in the project area (see response to EPA Comment III.9). As.:stated in the Division's
analysis document, more than 99% of the modeled WAAQSINAAQSimpacts forshorHerm S02
are'attributable to the project flares in cold start or ma.1functionmodes, which will be infrequent
and temporary.

IV.20 Ozone impacts on sensitive soils and vegetation - Earthjustice et al. commented that ozone
impacts {orYOC impacts as a surrogate) have' not beenassesse9 for sensitivecr.ops and plants.

Response ~ See response toEPA Com.~ent III.9' ..

rv.,2·1 . ·Gr.eenhousegas,e~issions -Earthjus~ice.et aLcommentedthat CO2emissions from. the proposed
planLshouJd be quantified. and that BACT measures to capture and sequester them should be
discussed;

Response - See response to P~blic Com~ent U£'

IV.22 Scale of meteorological data used for CALPUFF modeling - Earthjustice et al. commented
that the 36-km MM5 data and 4-kmCALMET windfield are. too coarse to model the COmplex
terrain in the modeling domain. .

Response - The Division is satisfied that the 36-km MM5 data that were resolved by the
CALMET model-down taA-km,spacing provided an adequate 3-dimensional meteorological field
with which to drive the CALPUFFmodel. The experience of the Division's modelers with
pnjgressive resolution of CALMETfields to 2-km or I-km spacing is that such efforts tends to
drive· the' predicted impacts down~ard., . A recent presentation at Jhe 2008 EPA
Regional/State/Local Modeler's·. Workshop" titled Scale Effects of Topography on. Modeled
Impacts (Bowman, 200B) concluded that winqfields wit~ progressively higher resolution for
several analyses in complex terrain, in the.Pacific.Northwest.tended to produce progressively
lower modeled impa,cts.(Jiventhat the modeled visibiH.ty results for ·the proposed project were
(at most) 65% of the 5% FLAG significance threshold, predicted criteria pollutant impacts were
(at most) 19% of Class I area modeling significance levels, and predicted deposition levels were
(at most) J8% of the National Park Service's Deposition Analysis Thresholds (DAT), the
Division does not believe that further resolution of the MM5 data or CALMET windfield would
produce results more conservative than those already presented.
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IV.23 Accuracy and validity of meteorological data - Earthjustice et al. commented that the
windfields generated by the CALMET preptocessor were not evaluated before their use in the
CALPUFF modeling. '

Response - The applicant conducted an analysis of the CALMET windfield which included
comparisons of the predicted wind flows to actual observations. As ,described in Attachment 3 of
Response to Comments for Air Quality Permit Application (AP-5873) (URS, 2007), the applicant
used the PRTMET program to produce graphical representations of CALMET windflows.
Several days were examined to confirm that the model was properly simulating the influence of
terrain on the windflows. The 24-hour period that yielded the highest predicted visibility impact
was also examined for proper windflows. This worst-case day corresponded to the unusually
strong winter storm that occurred in March of2003, and the applicant was able to use a research
paper authored by UCARlNOAA to confirm that the CALMET flows agreed with observed
conditions on that day. The applicant also extracted wind roses from several points in the
CALMET domain to compare to observed wind roses from Aspen and Craig, Colorado and
Laramie, Wyoming. The wind roses extracted from CALMET showed very good agreement with'
the observed winds. The Division is satisfied that the meteor,ological inputs used to drive
CALPUFF were adequately evaluated for quality.

rv.24 Savage Run receptors - Ealihjustice et ai.' commented that the receptor spacing used for Savage
Run Wilderness Area was too cOal'se (2 k.tTI) and that peak concentrations may have been missed
because the National Park Service (NPS) nOrmally uses spacing of 1 km.

Response- The 30 receptors used to, represent the Savage Run Wilderness Area were placed
along five rows with spacing in the X direction of approximately 1.3 Ian and spacing in the Y

, direction of approximately 1.8 km. An examination of the spacing used in the NPS receptor
database to represent Rocky Mountain National Park reveals that the NPS spacing is nearly
identical. The Division feels that the receptor spacing for Savage Run was adequate.

IV.25 Top of modeling CALPUFF dom~in - Earthjustice et al. commented that the top of the
CALPUFF domain may have been set too low (3,500 meters), and that the CALPUFF modeling
should be repeated with a domain top of 4,500 meters (m) to prevent loss of mass and the
underprediction of visibility impacts.

Respon~e - The Division created a CALMEr windfield with a higher domain top of 4,500 ill for
test purposes. Differences between the predicted visibility and 802 impacts at the nearest Class I
area (Mt Zirkel) and one cif the more dista1!t Class I areas (Bridger Wildemess) using the
CALPUFF original domain, top of 3,500 mand the domain top of 4,500 were negligible.
Specifically, the largest difference brought about by the domain change was 0.5% in the predicted
annual 802 concentration at Bridger WA. The predicted maximum visibility impacts were
identical at both areas. The Division is confident that the CALPUFF domain capped at 3,500 m
provides an adequate vertical dimension to model the impacts from the project.
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N.26 Class I increment and visibility impacts (flares and intermittent sources) - Earthjustice et al.
. comnientetl iliat impacts' have,;beetr'undetstated dueto them:nission .of intermittent sources such
as the fhires, gasifier preheaters; black: start"generators, CO-ivent, and firewater pumps.

Response - See response to EPA Comment III.l3. As stated in the Division's analysis: "Several
sources proposed for the.facUity wetenorinc1uded in theCA:LPUFF modeling. The H.P'.alld LP
flares were notincliidedbecause; they would only be ·significant..sources of visibility;"lieducing or

. criteria pollutants during cold statism malfunctions: The same applies to,the Gasifier .Preheaters,
Black-SiartGenerators; CO2Vent Stack,and Firewater Pump."

N.27 Class I increment analysis for PM6§ ~'Earthj1Jsticeet al.commented.,:that a.PM2,5 Class I
increment analysis has not been performed.

Response - Seeresporiset0 Public Comment II.9.

N .28-Standards for Petroleum ··Refineries ,- Earthjusticeet al.commented that new source
performance standards (NSPS)'and national' emission standards' for hazardous akpollutants
(NESHAP) for petrQleum refineries shoufd,rapply to the Med'icine' Bow IGL:Plant based on an
1980 EPA determination that solvent refining.of coal. (SRC: H process) is' applicable to Subpart J.

Resp6Dse :.... The Division requested. Medicin-e Bow Fuel & Power evaluat~ the !!,ppJicabHiD.' of the
refinery NSPS and NESHAP stali!iards ·for the 'facility based. on Earthjustice's comment.
Medicine Bow Fuel -& Power submitted documentatibnwhichcontrasted the, SRC II proce.ss and
the proposed coal-to-Iiquid plant. While the feed to the SRC II process and the proposed facility
are similar; the· ineehanisms for producing gasoline il1 the two processes are diffe:rent. T4e SRC
II' process dissolves coal· into a crudeoil:..like liquid, 'which is then- ,fractionated to .Fecover
products. These, products,such as,:naphtha; can be fUrther treated: in units such as. reformer£.. The
process'proposed by MedidneBb,w Fuel & Power converts syngastomethanQI.The methanol is
then converted to, a'gasoline;range:productthrough dehydl~ation, polymerization, and.cyclization.
The gasoline product is then treated to remove durene. When comparing the two processes to the
NSPS definition of a pettoleum: refirtery the. SRC'1l process: fits the. definitiqn. The proposed
coal~to-liqilid process does not meet the definition of a petroleum refinetyas the facility does not
produce' gasoline' through distillation of petroleum or through redistillation, cracking, or
reforming of unfinished petroleum derivatives. Therefore, the facility is not-subjectto the NSPS
or NESHAPs for petroleum refineries.

N .29 PM2;S- Earthj ustice et al. :commented that BACT analyses for PM2:5 needs to be .co~ducted and a
demcmsti"ationthatPM2.5 emrss'ions'froin the. faCility will comply with the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS).

'Res'ponse- See response to Public,Comment H.9';
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IV.30 PM IO (Condensable and Filterable)- Earthjustice et at commented that a top-down BACT
analysis should be conducted for total PM 10 comprising the sum of filterable plus condensable
particulate ma.tter.

Response - After additional review of the .particulate emissions from the turbines it was
determined that the potential to emit for these units and top-down BACT analysis was based on
filterable plus condensable PM 10 emissions. Therefore, the Division will clarify in Condition 10
that the particulate limit is based on filterable plus condensable PMio, and will clarify that
particulate testing in Condition 9 for the turbines includes EPA Reference Method 5 and 202.

IV.31 Case-by-Case MACT analysis for HAPs (CO) - Earthjustice et al. commented that a case-by
case maximum available control technolqgy (MACT) analysis needs to be conducted for HAPs
(CO is used as surrogate) as the NESHAP for Industrial, commercial, and institutional boilers and
process heaters was vacated (40 CFR part 63, subpart DDDDD).

. .

Response - See response to Public.Comment Il.l4.

rv.32 Acid Rain Provisions - Earthjustice et at'. commented that the Medicine Bow IGL Plant should
be subject to the Acid Rain Provisions ·of 40 CFR part 72 as the facility will export power..

Response - The application, as submitted, did not show that the facility would export power.
However, it is noted that the application for the Industrial Siting Pennit indicated that power
would be exported from the facility. DKRW provided clarification to the Division that the
facility will not export power. Therefore, the facility is not subject to the Acid Rain Provision of
40 CFR part 72.

IV,33 Clean Air Mercury Rule - Earthjusticeet at commen'ted that with 40 CFR part 60, subpart
HHHH being vacated and the facility exporting power as an electric steam generating unit a case
by-case MACT analysis needs to be conducted for mel'cury.

Response - The application, as submitted, did not show that th.e facility would export power..
However, it is noted that the application for the Industrial Siting Permit indicated that po:wer
would be expOlted from the facility. Medicine Bow Fuel & Power provided clarification to the
Division that the facility will not export power. Additionally, the facility is not a major source of
HAPs (See response to Public Comment II.14). Therefore, a MACT analysis is not required for
mercury.

IV.34 Title V - Earthjusticeet al. commented that the pennit should contain a condition requiring the
submission of complete Title V application within 12 months of startu'p of the facility and
notification of actual staltup.

Response - Condition 3 of the permit .requires Medicine Bow Fuel .& Power,LLC to obtain an
operating permit in accordance with Chapter 6, Section 3 of the WAQSR. Chapter 6, Section
3(c)(i) details the requirements for submitting an application for an operating permit for a major
source. Additionally, Condition 5 of the permit requires Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, LLC to
provide the anticipated date of initial startup along with the actual date of initial startup...
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IV.35 Startup/Shutdown Emissions GE Gasifier and SynGas·Cleanup -:- $arthjustice et al.
commented. that since theGE Gasifier· and SynGas Cleanup. process vent to the HP/LP flares
during startup/shutdown/malfunction (SSM) BACT emissions limits should· be .applied to the
flares instead of a general SSM plan. Earthjustice also commented that the flares should be
identified as vac control devices during ..startup. and should b,e monitored during startup such as
ensur.ing the presence of apilot flame and the flow rate for vent gases to the flares. Additionally,
it was suggested that the permit should contain work practices (minimum loads for startup,
maximum duration of startup, and maximum number of startups per year) and should also require
recordkeeping ofthe oCcurrence. of startups: and shutdowns and the duration ofthes.e. events.

Response - The Division did not establish emission limits for th.e flares as emission .limits would
not be practically enforc.eable. as these units cannot be tested. using traditional EPA reference
methods to determine compliance with emission .limits. However, the Division considered the
SSM plan to represent BACT f0r the flares during startup/shutdown operations.DKRW has also
indicated that the SSM for the facility will continuously be evaluated for improvements to
minimize emissions. It should be noted that any revis,ions to the .SSM plan by DKRW are subject
to approval by the Division.

. .

The Division agrees thadhe flares need to be m.onitored to ensure compliance,. and has included
conditions in the permit requiring monitoring and recordkeeping for the presence of a pilot flame,
along with provisions requJringthe flares to smokeless. as defined in Chapter 5, Section 2(m) of
the WAQSR. See ais~,respons~t.0Environmental Group Comment IV;6. . '

IV.36 Sour Water Stripper - Earthjustice et at commented,that BACT emissions limitss\:1ould be
appliedto the Sour Water Stripper during st:art:Up operations.' ,

Response - During" normal operation and flo¥.' rates, above 20% of. designduting startup.
operations, the sour gas from the sour 'water stripper is d'irected to-wardthe SRU'. At flow rates
below 20% the sour gas is'routed,to the flares for control. The sour water stripper is included in
the SSM plan for the facility, which the Division considers to represent BACT for SSM
operations.

IV.37Startup/Shutdown Emissions Sulfur Recovery Unit and Solexol Acid Gas Removal 
Earthjustice et.a\. commented.that. BACT .emissions limits need to be applied to the sulfur
recovery upit (SRU)andflare during startup.

Response - There are no emissions points associated with the SRU at the MediCine Bow IGL
Plant; therefore, there are no emission..limits to establish for the SRU. During normal operations
of the SRU tail gasis routed back to the Solexol. unit for recovery. However, during startup of
the fac,ility gases from the Solexol unit are routed to the flare until there is sufficient capacity for
the SRU to commence operation as described in the SSM plan. The Division considers the SSM
plan to represent BACT for the SRU and flares duringstartuplshutdown operations.
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IV.38 CO2 (Greenhouse Gas) Emissions - Earthjustice et al. commented that Medicine Bow Fuel &
Power, LLC should quantify CO2 emissions and should review technically feasible control
options for mi!limizing CO2 emissions during startup of the facility or any other time that CO2
export is not feasible. .

Response - See response to Public Comment 11.2.

IV.39 Startup emissions from the two flares and the Sour Water Stripper - Ealthjustice et al.
commented that the ambient impact analysis should include startup emissions from the two flares
and the Sour Water Stripper. .

Response - The ambient ait quality impact analysis did include worst-case (startup/malfunction)
emissions from the proposed flares. The worst-case emissions from the flares include any
contribution from the Sour Water Stripper during less than 20% design flow during stripper
startup (DKRW, September 30, 2008 response letter). During normal operation and above 20%
design flow during startup, sour gas from the stripper will be directed to the SRU and consumed
in the SRU furnace.

IV.40 Inclusion of elemental .mercury and mercury compounds in the risk assessment 
Earthjustice et al. commented that elemental mercury and mercury compounds (mercury chloride
and methylmercury) shouid be included in the risk assessmen~.

Response -The applicant revised their Tier 1 inhalation r.isk assessment (DKRW, November 5,
2008 letter) to include several compounds that were omitted from the initial .analysis. Element~l

mercury was included in the .revised analysis, and the estimated chronic non-cancer and acute
effects were quantified. The estimated chronic non-cancer risk is 4.7E-06 and the estimated acute
non-cancer risk is 2.22E-05. Cancer risk. was not quantified because mercury is not listed as a
carcinogen. .

According to the applicant's letter dated December 30, 2008, the project will not emit the other
mercury compounds. Methylmercury is nota pollutant known to be emitted from coal
combustion or gasification. Any mercury chloride that might be produced would be removed in
the syngas scrubbers or in the water wash prior to the mercury guard beds. .

IV.41 Ambient impact analys·is does not include ozone preconstruction monitoring - Earthjustice et
aJ. commented that preconstruction ozone monitoring should have been required; the applicant
should demonstrate compliance with the NAAQS for ozone, and WDEQ ozone monitoring was
inadequate at the Boulder station in 2007.

Response - Monitored data near the proposed site shows compliance with the ozone NAAQS
(see response to Public Comment IrA). The Bouldel: monitor is iocated approximately 270· km
west-northwest of the proposed project. Data used to represent the conditions for"the project were
taken from much closer stations (Wamsutter, WY and Centennial, WY).

IV.42 Benzene Risk - Earthjustice et aJ. commented that the predicted cancer risk for benzene was
almost two orders of magnitude higher than the unit risk provided by the EPA.
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Respon'S'e - See response to Public Comment ILI0. TheTeceptors that'.yield.the ~ighestpredicted

benzene' risk-are located.within the boundary ofthe:Cat'bon Basin Mine (see.:Figure2).

IV,43 Sulfur Fuel Content (Turbines/Black Start Generators) - Earthjustice. et al..commented that
the permit should contain a condition to ensure that the S02 emission rates from the turbines and
Black Start Generators are limited to meetBAC'f.

Response; - The Djvisionesta.blishe~:L;SOiemis.:?ion .. limits for the t.urbines .~n :the permit.
Additionally, NSP8 standard 40CFR part 60,. subpart KKKK sets: 802 limits and establishes
monitoring requirements for the turbines. The Division did not establish 802,emissions from the
generators as these units are fired on natural gas and have limited operating hours. See response
to EPA Comment lIlA. .

IV.44 PM'lo from Ash· Storage or Handling - Earthjustice ·et·al.commented that the Air Quality
Division did not address aSh. storage and/or handling as an emission. source, and did not apply
BACT for PM 10 to this: source..'

Response - The gasification process produces a byproduct commonly referred to as slag, which
" Earthjustice.has. referred' to as: ash;, The application. ~ndieates that ,the s-lagis not exp.ected to.

become airborne and will be periodically treated with water.. The Division will include as a
condition of the permit that the. slag storage:and hanqlingbetreated with water,.. and. will be
subject to a no visible emission limit as determined by Method 22 of 40 CFR prot 60, Appendix
A.

IV.45: Coal Cleaning and .Dnying. Process - Earthjusticeet al. Gommen1.ed· that·a top~down analysis for
mercury and: particulate matter 'should have considered: the :use of ·coal· cleaning and· drying
processes.

Response - The. Division does not agree that the use ofcoal cleaning and drying processes should
have been considered in: the fop.~down BACT analyses for .the 'facility. The lJtiJi.zation of these
technologies would requiFe,changes to the 'process proposed by the applicant and would redefine
the. source,.which is not considered inBACT determinations.

IV,46 Opacity Limits - Earthjustice et al. commented that the Division should have established lower
opacity .limits: ,less than 20%,-as, ·lower opaC'ity· limits have been established by. BACT
requirements .by other agencies.

Response - WAQSR ChapterJ, Section 2 limits opacity to 2Q% and this limit is· included in the
permit. The definition of BACT contains the phrase "including a visible emission standard." It is
the, Division's positionthatthis ..phrase. allows but'doe.~n1otrequire .an opacity l·imit:otherthan the
20% limit. . Opacity c.annbt be'directly-:cQtrelated to particulate emissions·; . Therefore, it is not
feasibJeto pe.rforma·BAC'Lanalysis on visible..emisskms, and any limitotherthan2D% would be
arbitrary. However, sources which have been. identified as: having no particulate emissions (i.e.
passive enclosure control systems) are subject to a no visible emission limit as determined by
Method 22 of 40 CFR part 60, Appendix A. If vi·sible e.missions. are detected DKRW is required
to take and document any c.orrective ·acth:m,.
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V.· Analysis of Comments from ·DKRW:

V.I Saddleback Hills Mine - DKRW commented that the application analysis states that 2.1
MMTPY of coal is to be mined during the 3-year development period. The amount of coal mined
should reflect a total of2.5 MMTPY.

Response - The Division acknowledges that 2.5 MMTPY of coal will be mined during the 3-year
development period of the Saddleback Hills Mine, and noted that projected emissions in the
application were based on 2.5 MMTPY. .

V.2 Development Period Emissions - DKRW commented that PM IO emiSSions shown for the
development period of the Saddleback Hills Mirle· are higher as the table shown in the analysis
did not include emissions from conveying and loading operations ..

Response - The Division acknowledges that these emissions should have been included in Table
I of the analysis. Emissions in Table I were shown to provide information about the activities
which would occur prior to normal operation of the facility.· Table I has been revised in the
permit to include emissions from conveying and loading operations.

V.3 Coal Storage - DKRW comments that emissions from the coal conveyance system were not
included in the total for coal storage in Table III.

Response - The DivisionackrlOwledges that these emissions should·have been included in Table
III of the analysis. Table III from the analysis has been revised in the permit (Table II) to include
emissions from coal conveyance.

VA Cold Start Turbine Emissions-:- DKRW commented that the NOx and CO emissions in Table
Va (Cold Staltup Year Emissions) should be higher based on the type of fuels utilized during
startup in.a cold start year·.

Response - The Division does not agree with the assessment that NOx and CO emissions should
be higher based on the different types of fuels utilized during a cold start year. Emissions limits
for NOx and CO from the turbines were established on a 30-day rolling average through the
BACT analysis regardless .of the fuel type combusted, and included periods of startup and
shutdown. Therefore, the Division considers the emissions for the turbines in Table Va as being
representative of a cold start year.

V.s Hourly Cold Start Year Emissions - DKRWcommented that the maximum hourly emission
rates in Table Vb for the turbines, gasifier preheaters, HP flare and LP Flare do not match rates
presented In the application.

Response·- The maximum hourly emission .rates for PM10, CO, SO'2 and NOx in Table Vb reflect
the maximum hourly emission rates utilized in the ambient impact analyses for the facility which
corresponds with Table Xlll in the analysis.
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V.6 HAP Major Source Applicability - DKRW commented that the facility is' o,nly a major source
of HAPs as a single pollutant is greater than 10 tpy and not any combination of HAPs greater than
25 TPY. .

Response - DKRW originally commented that the facility is only. a major source of HAPs as a
single pollutant was projected to be greater than 10 tpy (Methanol). However, DKRW has
subsequently revised' HAP emissions and is no longer a major source of HAPs (See response to
Public Comment 11.14). ' '.

V.? Annual emission rates for turbines - DKRW requested that the annual emission rates for the
turbines be revised to account for cold startup year: emissions.

Response - The Division established· annual emission rates for the turbines' in Condition 10 based
on the 30-day rolling average emission limit detennined through BACT, which included periods
of startup and shutdown. TherefOl'e, the annual emission limits for .the turbines remain
unchanged;

V.8 Short term NO! and CO limits for turbines -DKRW requested thatthe p.oundper hour ([b/hr)
limits for NOx and CO be revised to account for changes in the ambient temperature as turbine
emissions vary by ambienttemperature. .

. .,

Response - The pound per hour limits for NOx and CO are based on 4 ppmv NOx ~nd 6 ppmy CO
with the installation -of SCRtocontrolNOi< and an oxidation catalyst· to Control CO. These output
limits were established'independent of ambient temperatUr:e. through' the BACT;analyses for these
pollutants, and was not addressed as an issue of technical feasibility in the application. The
Division considers the control equipment proposed as BACT for NOx and CO as capable of
meeting the proposed emission limits for the turbines indep~ndent !of ambient temperature.
Therefore, the pound per hour limits for the turbines remain'unchanged.

V.9 Black Start Generators - DKRW requested that the operating hours of each Black Start
Generator be increased to 360 hours pel' year instead of the originally req'uested 250. hours per
year. DKRW noted that 360 hour per~ year of operation was utilized in th.e; ambient impact

.analysis for tliese units.

Response - The Division requested clarification on: the need to increase operating hours of the
Black Start Generators, DKRW responded that the increase to 360 hours of operation was
necessary for operations during the cold-start year (commissioning activities), and is not required
for 'normal operation. Therefore, the 'Division will revise Condition 16 to allow 3'60 hours of
operation for the initial year of operation (comnJ'issioningactivities), 'and 2'50' hours of operation
per year thereafter. .
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v.IO Synthetic Organic ChemicalManufacturing Industry (SOCMD NSPS Applicability 
DKRW commented that they believe that the facility is not subject to the requirements of 40 CFR·
part 60, subpalt vva and 40 CFR part 63 subparts Hand EEEE as the facility doesn't meet the·
definition of a productunder the subparts. ..

Response - The Divisicm does not agree with DKRW that the facility is not subject to 40 CFR
part 60, subpart vva. Methanol.is listed as one of the chemicals in Subpart VVa §60.489a which
is covered under this subpart. Additionally,. the EPA considers either of the following
downstream uses as indicative of the production of a listed chemical as a product: (1) production
for sale as that listed chemical, or (2) use in another process where that listed chemical is needed.
The productio·n and use of methanol in the MTG process at the facility meets the definition of a
product as described under item two. Therefore, the Division has kept the requirement for
DKRW to comply with the applicable requirements of 40 CFR part 60, subpart Vva.

Based on the revisions to the estimated HAPs at the facility (now a minor source of HAPs), the
facility is no longer subject to the requirements of 40 CFR part 63 subparts Hand EEEE and the
respective conditions have been removed.

V.I! Typographical Error - DKRW commented that proposed Condition 32 incorrectly references
Condition 29(a) instead of Condition 33(~).

Response - The Division has corrected this condition to reference the appropriate condition in
the permit

VI. Decision:

On the basis of comments received during the public comment· period arid. at the public hearing, an
analysis of those comments, and representations made by Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, LLC in the
application, the Department of Environmental Quality·has determined that the permit application filed by
Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, LLC complies with all applicable Wyoming Air Quality Standards and
Regulations and that a pelmit will be issued to Medicine Bow fuel & Power, LLC allowing construction
of Medicine Bow IGL Plant as described in the· appiication. All of the conditions pl'Oposed in the
Division's analysis will be included in the· pennit with the following changes and additions:

1. The Division has included as a condition of the pelmit (Conditiori 19) a demonstration that the
facility is a minor source of HAPs based on a final component count of the as-built facility prior
to startup ofthe facility (See response to Public Comment n.14).

That Medicine Bow Fuel & Power shall submit a demonstration that fugitive HAPs emissions are
as represented in the· application (minor source of HAP~~ based on· a final equipment count
(equipmentas defined in 40 CFR part 60, subpart VVa) of the as-built facility prior to startup of
~~~ .
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2~ The Division has included as· a: condition of the permit (Condition 20) an annual submittal of
HAP emissions'based onthemeasured'leaKdetectiiJn rates at the"facility (See-response to Public
Comment1I.14).'

Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, LLC shall submit, on an annual basis, a report on actual fugitive
,HAP emissions for the facility. Actualjugitive HAP emissions shall be calculated' using the

methodology' in the pel-mit appli'Cdtion, and'the average mMsuredleak detection rates for the
past calendar year. The frequency ofreporting fugitive HAP emissions may be revised without
amending the' permit, but revisions to the jrfiquencymust be approved by the Division prior to
implementation. This report shall inClude the following:

a. 'totalfugitive HAPs emis~ions for thefacility in tons per year
b. Speciatedjugittve HAP emissions for the facility i'n tons per year
c. Average leak detection rate by equipment in ppm (equipment as defined in 40 CFR part

60, subpart VVa) ,
d ' Documentation offugitive HAP emission calculations

3. 'The Division has included as a condition of the pennit (Condition 21) a requirement for the
monitoring of leaks undertne LDAR program to be cortducted aminimuffilof"·every six (6)
months (See response to Public Comment II. 14). ' '

Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, LLC shall utiliZe a LDAR program in accordance' with 40 CFR
part 60, subpart VVa. Monitoring under the LDAR program shall be conducted ami'nimum of
eveJ'Y six (6) months. Records ofmonitoring and repair measures shall be kept for a period ofat
least 5 years and shall be made aVailable to the Division upon request.

4. The Division has revised Condition 9 to include -EPA Reference Method, 202 in addition to
Reference Method 5, and 'has revised Condition 1"0 todarifythe particul"ate emission limit for the
turbines inchid'es both, filterableandconderrsable PMJo(See Environinental Group Comment
IV.3Q). ,

5. ' The Division has included' as"a 'conditioriofthepel'mit (Condition 22) a requirementto monitor
S02 emiss'ions from the Hp· and'LP;flares (See' response to 'Environmental Group Comment IV.6).

Medicine Bow Fuel & Power; LLC shall monitorS02 emissions from the HP and LP flares.
Monitoring ofS02 emissionS shaIrconsist of in'Stalling flow monitoring equipment to' th'e flares,
and by either direct sampling' of thejrow to the'flares or sampling.oj the' coal: Records shall be
kept for a period ofat least 5 years and shall be made available to the Division upon request.

6. The Division has included asacemdition of the permit (Condition 23) a requirement for the HP
and LP to be smokeless per Chapter 5, Section 2(m), of'the WAQSR (See response to
Environmental Group Comment rv.35).

That the HP and LP flares shall be designed, constructed, operated and maintained to be
smokeless. per Chapter 5, Section 2(m) of the WAQSR, with no visible emissions except for
periods not to exceed a total of five (5) minutes during any two (2) consecutive hours as
determined by Method 22 of40 CFR part 60, Appendix A.
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7. The Division has included as a condition of the permit (Condition 24) a requ'irement for the HP '
and LP ,flares to be maintained and operated during all periods of active operation of the facility
(See response to Environmental Group Comment IV.35).' ,

Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, LLCshall maintain and operate the HP and LP flares during all
period of active operation such that the controls remain effective as viable emission control
devices.

8. The Division has included as a condition of the permit (Condition 25) a requirement for the
monitoring of the presence of a pilot flame on the HP and LP flares along with a requirement to
maintain records noting when the pilot flare is not present dui'ing active operation of the facility
(See response to Environmental Group Comment IV.35).' ,

That the presence of a pilot flame sheill 'be monitored using a thermocouple and continuous
recording device or any other equivalent device to deteCt the presence ofaflqme on the HP and

, LP .flares. Medicine Bow Fuel & P.ower, LLCshall maintciin records noting the date and
duration of time during active operation when the pilot flame is not present in the HP and LP
flares. Records shall be kept for a period of at least 5 years and shall be made available to the
Division upon'request. '

9. The Division has included 'as 'conditions of the permit (Conditions 26, 27, 28, and 29) a
requirement fol' the slag storage and' handling to be treated' with water and/or chemical dust
suppressants, and a no visible emissions limit as determined' by Method 22 of Appendix A, 40
CFRpart 60 (See response to Environmental Group Comment IV.44). ' ,

, '

The slag storage and' handling operation shall be treated with-water and/or chemical dust
suppressants on 'a schedule such that treatment remains a viable control measure. ,

The slag siorage and handlin.g operation shall be, operated ,and maintained so the operation
exhibits no visible emissions as determined by Method 22 ofAppendix A, 40 CFR part 60,

Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, Lic shall conduct, at nlinimum, daily visual observations of the
slag storage and handling operation to determinethejJrf!senceof visible emissions. Records
shall be kept documenting whether visual e,missions are noted and the corrective action taken.
The'se records shall b? maintainedJOT" 'a period offive (5) years and shall 'be made available to
the Division upon request. '

That 'peljormance tests'shall be conducted on, the slag storage ,and handling operation to
determine compliance with Condition 27. Method 22 ofAppendix A, 40 CFR part 60, shall be
used to determine fugitive particulate emissions. Peiformance tests shall be at least 30 minutes
in duration, "vith observations taken from each 'side ofthe operation. Notification, of the test date
shall be prOVided to the Division fifteen (15) days prior to testing. Results shall be submitted to
this Division within 45 days, ofcompletion.
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10. The Division has revised ConditIon 1'8 to allow 360 hours of operation for each Black Start
Generator during the initial year, of operation, and. 250 hO)1rs of operation for each Black Start
Generator ·for the subsequent years of operation of the facility (See response to DKRW Comment
V.9).

That each Black Start (:Jenerator shall be limited to.360 hOu'rs ofoperation during the initial year
oj operation of the Medicine Bow IGL Plant, and shall be.. limited to 250 hours. oj operation per
year after the initial year oj operation: The Fire Water Pump shall be limited to 500 hours oj
operation per year. Medicine Bow Fuel & Power shall install, operate and maintain a
n.on-resettable hour meter to determine.the hours ojoperation ofeach Black Start Generator and
Pin Water Pump. Records oj the hours oj operation shall. be kept and rnaintained and made
available to the:Division:upon request..

11. The Division has removed proposed permit conditions 28 through 31 as the facility is no longer a
major source ofHAPs (See;response,to.Public Comment II. 14).

12. Th~ Division has' revised Conciition39' (proposed per~it condition 32) to correct the referenced
permit condition{See response toD~WComment V.ll).

13. The Division has revised Condition 42 (proposed permit condition 35).to be consistent with
previously issued permits where EPA has. proposed revisionsto NSPS standards..

Dated this 4th day ofMarch,. 2009

David A. Fin
Administrato
Wyoming Air Quality Division

John V C n;a
Direct .
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
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Figure 1: Modeled Annual PM-10 Increment (% consumed)
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Figure 2: Estimated Extent of Total Increased Cancer Risk
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Figure 3: Mine Area Sources and Model Receptors
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